Working Student for Product Development Study
(Procurement & Logistics Consulting)
Mannheim, Germany

Working Student

Consulting

Temporary

From day one you will be part of the OCCON family. You will get involved in the challenging
world of logistics consulting, and have the opportunity to work on exciting projects in an
interdisciplinary environment.

Tasks
As a Consulting company in purchasing, OCCON supports global shippers in their procurement
process. One part of our services is to support during the tender process with our inhouse
developed e-tendering platform. Digitalisation is one of the major trends in procurement - but
where does the journey go?
Will tender platforms still be used in 10 years? What comes next and how can companies and
their purchasing organisations adapt to the next level?
The following tasks have to be handled during a 3 months internship à 20 hours per week:
Researches about Procurement and its future/trends
Development of a questionnaire
Interviews with customers and potential customers
Study and portfolio analysis of feedbacks
Analysis of impact tools have on the achievement of savings
Outlook / Consequences for OCCON and customers

Requirements
Ongoing studies in Business Administration, International Management, Industrial
Engineering, Engineering or Supply Chain
Very good knowledge of Excel
Fluent in English and German, spoken and written
Independent, structured and quality-oriented way of working, high personal commitment,
team player
Efficient and resilient Analytical skills and high affinity for numbers are an advantage
Strong in developing ideas

Benefits
Gain working experience in a stable and fast-growing European company
Provide support to customers globally
Be part of a young experienced, highly motivated, and open-minded team
Future perspectives and opportunities to develop
Your Job will be placed in our new business innovation centre in Mannheim City
We are looking for intelligent young professionals who want to learn, improve and take over
responsibilities. If you have worked for OCCON you can be sure you learned a lot for your
future. Be someone in our OCCON family!
Simply send your application to recruiting@occon.de
www.occon.de

